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Abstract

During the last decade, self-driving technology has become increasingly visible in the news, with the vision that people would enter vehicles that drive themselves, and that people could instead rest, read the newspaper, or have a meeting. However, these visions have mainly focused on the potential for car usage, even though public transport could benefit greatly from self-driving technology. For bus traffic, the bus driver accounts for half of the cost of driving, and savings on personnel costs could, for example, be reinvested in expanded public transport service or used to lower taxes.

At the same time, more research has shown potential problems linked to self-driving technology, for example that more comfortable driving would lead to more traffic, which in turn would lead to increased emissions, higher noise levels in cities or further focus on car-centric infrastructure. For public transport, the driver's role in creating safety and acting as problem solvers has also been emphasized - who should I ask for directions if there is no knowledgeable driver on board?

Various methods have previously been used to explore the social effects of self-driving technology and in this dissertation I have used so-called "four-stage models", more specifically the Swedish transport model Sampers. Four-stage models have been used for 50 years to evaluate effects on the transport system from e.g. infrastructure changes, but these models face new challenges, handling vehicles that drive by themselves. In my research, I have adjusted the model to simulate self-driving technology and investigated what effects this has on, for example, traffic volumes and emissions.

In the three articles that are part of the dissertation, I have four main conclusions:

- Self-driving technology can mean large savings in costs for public transport, primarily for bus traffic but also to some extent for rail traffic. In addition, a smoother driving behaviour would mean more comfortable travel, which would increase the attractiveness of public transport. In addition, public transport not limited by, for example, driver schedules or current commercial conditions, could develop new types of services, such as on-demand public transport.

- Four-stage models have previously been used to model the transport system and have been shown to have good results, at least at an overall level. Within my research, I have made some adaptations of these models to mimic self-driving technology, but the models in their current form cannot consider, for example, vehicle sharing.

- It is important to point out that bus and train drivers currently perform many tasks that are not directly related to the driving of the vehicle, such as answering
questions, maintaining social order among passengers and taking care of faults that occur during the trip. Today, self-driving technology cannot fulfil these roles.

- Self-driving technology for public transport would affect people's accessibility, driving style for vehicles, safety on board, how we plan traffic and the people who currently work as drivers. In fact, a multitude of societal effects have been identified, affecting all areas of transport. In addition, the effects are generally not similar across geographies, time units or for different actors, which further emphasizes that the total effect is not easy to summarize.

Keywords: Self-driving vehicles; Public transport; Four-step transport model; Societal impacts; Sampers.
Sammanfattning

Självkörande teknik har under det senast decenniet synts allt mer i media, med målet att människor ska slippa köra själv på väg till jobbet, och istället kunna vila, läsa tidningen eller hålla ett möte. Dessa visioner har dock i huvudsak fokuserat på just bilen, trots att kollektivtrafiken skulle kunna dra stor nytta av självkörande teknik. För busstrafik står bussföraren för hälften av kostnaden för att köra trafiken, och besparingar på personalkostnader skulle t ex kunna återinvesteras i mer utökad kollektivtrafik, lägre skatter eller utökad välfärd inom andra områden.

Samtidigt så har alltmer forskning visat på potentiella problem kopplat till självkörande teknik, exempelvis att den mer bekväma körningen skulle leda till mer trafik som i sin tur leder till mer utsläpp, höjda bullernivåer i städer eller ytterligare fokus på bilcentrerad infrastruktur. För kollektivtrafiken har även förarens roll som trygghetsskapande och som problemlösare lyfts fram – vem ska jag fråga om vägen om det inte finns en kunnig förare ombord?

Olika metoder har tidigare använts för att utforska samhällseffekterna av självkörande teknik, i den här avhandlingen har jag använt mig av så kallade ”fyrstegsmodeller”, mer specifikt den svenska transportmodellen Sampers. Fyrstegsmodeller har använts i uppemot 50 år för att utvärdera effekter på transportsystemet, men har ställts inför nya krav på att hantera fordon som körs av sig själva. Inom min forskning har jag gjort anpassningar av modellen för att simulera självkörande teknik och undersökt vilka effekter detta får på t ex trafikvolymer och utsläpp.

I de tre vetenskapliga artiklarna som är del av avhandlingen har jag kommit fram till fyra huvudsakliga slutsatser:

- Självkörande teknik kan innebära stora besparingar i kostnader för kollektivtrafiken, i första hand för busstrafik men även i viss mån för spårtrafik. Därutöver skulle en mer jämn körstil innebära bekvämare resor, vilket skulle öka kollektivtrafikens attraktionskraft. Därutöver kan kollektivtrafik som inte begränsas av t ex förarscheman eller nuvarande kommersiella villkor kunna innebära nya tjänster, såsom efterfrågestyrda ”on-demand” kollektivtrafik.
- Fyrstegsmodeller har tidigare använts för att modellera transportsystemet och visat sig ha god överensstämmelse med verkligheten, åtminstone på övergripande nivå. Inom ramen för min forskning har jag gjort anpassningar av Sampers för att efterlikna självkörande teknik, men modellerna kan i sin nuvarande form inte ta hänsyn till t ex delande av fordon.
- Det är viktigt att påpekta att förare idag utför många uppgifter som inte direkt är kopplade till framförandet av fordonet, såsom att svara på frågor, upprätthålla
ordning bland resenärer och att ta hand om fel som uppstår på fordonet. Dessa roller kan självkörande teknik idag inte uppfylla.

- De samhällseffekter som identifierats är överlag varierande och mångfaldiga. Självkörande teknik för kollektivtrafik skulle påverka människors tillgänglighet, körstilen för fordonen, tryggheten ombord, hur vi planerar trafiken och de personer som idag arbetar som förare. Dessutom är effekterna generellt sett inte likartade över geografi, tidsenhet eller för olika aktörer, vilket ytterligare understryker att effekten inte är enkel att sammanfatta.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, self-driving technology has arisen as a potential game-changer for the transport system. Waymo (a spinoff company of Google) was a pioneer within the field, with their public demonstration of a self-driving car in 2010, showcasing a technique that was said to soon reach technological maturity (Shladover, 2018). Investments during the 2010s exceeded 40 $ billion and a large number of companies and public institutions have done extensive trials (McKinsey & Company, 2019).

The interest is not unfounded. Transport is a large part of the world GDP spending and the prospect of attracting new user groups (e.g. children and others without a driver’s license) may yield gigantic profits for the companies that realise the technology (Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015). Furthermore, many proponents envision the transition from private car usage to shared taxi services, where profit is made from transport rather than selling the product ‘car’, leading to a disruption of current business models (Becker et al., 2020; Marsden and Reardon, 2018).

However, the initial expectations of a quick technological breakthrough has been thwarted by the complexity of the technology, and the forecasts of expected year of technological maturity and widespread adoption ranges vastly (European Commission/Directorate General for Mobility and Transport, 2020; Martínez-Díaz and Soriguera, 2018; Tabone et al., 2021). The optimistic worldview of societal advantages has also been questioned during the last years, with opponents questioning the sustainability of self-driving technology which could lead to increased congestion, pollution and car-centric cities (Faisal et al., 2019; Marsden and Reardon, 2018; Milakis et al., 2017).

Research into the high-level impacts of the technology has almost exclusively focused on the self-driving car (Marsden and Reardon, 2018), but public transport could also be heavily influenced (Azad et al., 2019). This thesis tries to fill this research gap by focusing on the impacts of self-driving technology on public transport. For especially bus traffic, public transport authorities could make substantial savings as the bus driver constitutes around 50 % of the cost of operations (Bösch et al., 2018), funds that could be spent on improving public transport overall or reduce financial burdens.

The methods previously used to investigate self-driving technology has been diverse, ranging from demonstrations and driving simulators to surveys and field experiments (Harb et al., 2021b), philosophical approaches (Sparrow and Howard, 2020) or letting people use cars with drivers, freeing them of the driving task (Harb et al., 2021a; Johansson et al., 2021; Wadud and Huda, 2019). Within this thesis, I use so called four-step transport models, which have a long history of use within the transport field (Boyce and Williams, 2015; Curtis et al., 2021; Flyvbjerg et al., 2005; Johari et al., 2021). But these models are faced with new problems and may need to be adapted to new modes of transport, for example cars driving empty to pick up a passenger or several travellers sharing a vehicle (Friedrich et al., 2018).
The approach of using four-step transport models to draw conclusions of self-driving vehicles has been used extensively previously but almost exclusively for the car (Soteropoulos et al., 2019), overlooking the potential for public transport companies to increase their service offering. This thesis explores self-driving technology within the public transport sector using four-step transport models.

1.1 Terminology

This section describes the main terminology used within this thesis.

1.1.1 Self-driving, driverless, autonomous...

As noted by e.g. Kassens-Noor et al. (2021) and Shladover (2018), multiple terms are used to describe vehicles that operate to some extent without a human driver. The plethora of terms is not helpful, especially since many authors are referring to partly different mechanics. As Gandia et al. (2019) showed in the bibliometric survey, various variants of the expressions autonomous, automated, self-driving, driverless and intelligent are used throughout the field (Gandia et al., 2019). Unmanned seems to be used to some extent as well, but more in military research (Durst et al., 2018). The term intelligent is notable as it is quite broad and may also refer to other types of technology, such as anti-lock brake systems (Mauer, 1995), GPS use (Zito et al., 1995) or communication protocols (Singh and Kim, 2018), and I therefore find it to be less useful.

The terms self-driving and driverless both indicate that vehicles do not have human driver in control, i.e. a complete transfer of control to a machine. Meanwhile, the term autonomous indicates that the system is capable of functioning without outside interference, similar to the word automated. However, autonomous and automated could apply to a variety of tasks, such as automatic transmission of gears or windshield wipers autonomously reacting to rain. The terms self-driving and driverless are therefore somewhat more specifically referring to the (complete) driving task.

Within this thesis, I use the term ‘self-driving’ which is more commonly used (Gandia et al., 2019) rather than driverless. Furthermore, I find the term to be more easily understood by laymen, and as my research is primarily targeted towards practitioners (mainly public planners), I prefer a term that is more easily understood.

Within the field of self-driving technology research, the primary scale used for different levels of “driving automation” is the standard by SAE International (2021). This scale is divided into six levels:

- Level 0: The vehicle has no autonomy.
- Level 1: Driver assistance, such as cruise control commonly used in cars today.
- Level 2: Partial driving automation, where the vehicle is capable of handling itself, but the driver needs to continuously supervise the vehicle (this is the stage currently offered by companies offering “self-driving” capabilities).
Level 3: Conditional driving automation, where the vehicle may be completely in control and no driver is needed. However, unanticipated events may result in the vehicle prompting a driver to take back control at any point and with short notice.

Level 4: High driving automation, where the vehicle can handle all situations. However, one way of handling a situation may be that the vehicle stops (in a safe way) and requests a driver to take control at a time of his/her choice.

Level 5: Full driving automation, where the vehicle can handle all road conditions and any events that may occur during driving.

In practice, a vehicle capable of SAE level 5 may never be fully achieved, as new types of events may occur for vehicles that prompt human input on how to handle the situation (Axelrod, 2019). Drivers also fulfill a large set of tasks that are not driving, such as itinerary planning (Pakusch et al., 2021) and fault handling (Flämig, 2016). Public acceptance of these vehicles (Gkartzonikas and Gkritza, 2019) and their interaction with society in general (Epting, 2019; Hopkins and Schwanen, 2018; Hultén et al., 2021; Marsden and Reardon, 2018; Sparrow and Howard, 2020) are areas of much research as well, further complicating the term self-driving.

Within this thesis, I explore vehicles of very high self-driving levels (level 4 or 5), as well as assuming a high levels of public acceptance and integration into society. At this point, the advantages to authorities are most apparent, as the cost of drivers are reduced substantially. Paper C also states more explicitly the assumed level of human interaction in the driving role.

1.1.2 First and last mile transport

One aspect of self-driving technology is the idea of the self-driving taxi, shipping people from door-to-door without the need of transfers (or walking to the nearest bus stop). Within the sub-research field of self-driving public transport, the prospect of replacing bus lines of low utilisation rates with first and last mile services has emerged as a potential for increasing the attractiveness of public transport in areas of low accessibility (Chee et al., 2020; Scheltes, 2017; Yap et al., 2016), further described in Section 3.2. This is usually referred to as “on demand transport” (Pettersson, 2019; Shen et al., 2018) or “demand responsive transport” (Azad et al., 2019). However, these names bare a resemblance of paratransit or taxi systems currently widely available. A commonly used term is also “first and last mile transport” (Zubin et al., 2021), which is the term I choose to use in this thesis, as it primarily describes the type of operational area that the service is intended for.

1.1.3 Four-step transport model

The method of inquiry within this thesis are so called four-step (or stage) transport models, however this is a term which is not universally used. The term refers to the four sub-models used, from demand generation to route choice (de Dios Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011; McNally, 2008). Four-step transport models usually use macroscopic flow modelling as part of the last step, a term used to differentiate from two other common models – microscopic...
and mesoscopic (see Burghout et al. (2004), Johari et al., 2021 and van Wageningen-Kessels et al., 2015 for three overviews). Meanwhile, MATSim, a popular transport model has both macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic modelling options (Horni et al., 2016).

Within Section 2 I describe more in-depth the modelling framework, which more explicitly states how the models calculate transport behaviour.

1.1.4 Different levels of implications

The general research approach (Section 1.4) I have used within the papers in this thesis is to use the results of research on individuals or groups of people, or vehicles or groups of vehicles. These results are used as input to the macroscopic transport models to investigate the impacts on the transport system or societal level, see Figure 1. This is the strategy used in several research activities at the Integrated Transport Research Lab at the Royal Institute of Technology, where I have done my research so far (Integrated Transport Research Lab, 2021). The approach is similar to previously used frameworks, such as the approach of Milakis et al. (2015) who used the so-called ripple effects model. Milakis model divided implications of self-driving technology into three levels ("ripples"), with societal impacts in the outermost level (the model is mainly centred on the chronological dimension). Likewise, Taiebat et al. (2018) divided impacts into four levels – vehicle, transport system, urban system and society and tried to draw on conclusions from the vehicle level to society in general.

Within this thesis I use the two concepts ‘low-level impacts’ and ‘high-level impacts’. These terms are not sharply defined and it may be difficult to distinguish which of the terms a specific impact should belong to.

With low-level impacts, I refer to impacts on a personal level or within a group of individuals. Or, similarly, to impacts for an individual vehicle or a group of vehicles and their interaction. These impacts can for example be the interaction between vehicles affecting the average speed possible on congested highway or how individuals perceive a bus ride when no driver is present.

With high-level impacts, I refer to overarching impacts on the general transport system or societal impacts. These impacts can for example be CO2-emissions from the entire vehicle fleet, general accessibility within a city or the total number of accidents occurring in Sweden.
1.2 Research objective and research questions

The objective of the research leading up to this licentiate thesis has been to give an overview of the high-level impacts of self-driving technology for public transport, of four-step transport models and how four-step transport models can be used to increase our knowledge of what self-driving technology might entail, especially for public transport.

More specifically, during my research I have had the following research questions that have guided my work and is part of this thesis.

1. Which potentials for public transport can self-driving technology have?
2. Which parameters in four-step transport models need to be adjusted to simulate self-driving public transport?
3. Which implications would self-driving public transport have for the transport system?

In this thesis I mainly discuss impacts for passenger transport, i.e. freight transport is not within the scope. The field of self-driving technology has previously mostly been explored in the context of highly developed countries, with China as the main exception (Gandia et al., 2019). This thesis is unfortunately no exception and the conclusions within this study should be limited to explaining high-level impacts within developed countries, here referred to as OECD countries.

1.3 Reflections on the research process

My background is constituted of ten years of experience within the field of public transport, working with high-level planning and forecasting future travel demand, hence I should be
considered a ‘native’ (Creswell and Creswell, 2018) within the transport field. Going into the work on this research during the fall of 2018, the main question I posed was related to the relevance (or even existence) of public transport in the future. Visions of taxi cars abundantly available to anyone questioned if public transport was just an outdated form of transport which would be replaced by self-driving taxis or pods with door-to-door transport.

When I began to investigate this topic, first through reviewing the existing field and later through my own experiments, it increasingly became apparent that self-driving technology held a lot of promises but that it also could lead to substantial problems. Milakis et al. (2017) was an early inspiration with their overview of societal impacts and the questions I discussed with colleagues became more nuanced, delving into how and where self-driving technology could change transport and society overall. Congestion would not be nonexistent in cities (Ye and Yamamoto, 2018) and the commercial viability of upholding a taxi service in rural areas would likely be low (Meyer et al. 2017).

Furthermore, early talks with my supervisors and with professionals from MTR Nordic and SL, the Stockholm Public Transport Authority, made it apparent that public transport could make significant gains related to the implementation of self-driving technology, with the bus driver constituting about 50% of overall costs (Mojdeh et al. 2019), and that a change in the organisational aspects of planning could lead to new types of public transport (Pernestål Brenden and Kottenhoff, 2018). This piqued my interest further into how this new technology could enhance current services. This ultimately led to the writing of Paper A and B.

After my initial study, I had become increasingly interested in understanding the ‘size’ of different impacts. A lot of studies investigated the effects of individual aspects of self-driving technology, e.g. the potential to reduce accident rates (Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015), technology costs (Wadud, 2017), increases in CO2 emissions (Wadud et al., 2016) or accessibility gains (Soteropoulos et al., 2019) but I could find few studies that tried to assess the scale of different aspects, e.g. if the costs associated with CO2 emissions would outweigh the benefits of increased accessibility. Getting conclusive results would be infeasible, but I was interested in trying to get a sense of scale for different impacts. This interest led to the writing of Paper C, where I investigated the overall impacts of a self-driving bus service. In Paper C, I could for example conclude that accident reduction would not be a major impact, even considering quite optimistic rates of accident reductions.

However, when writing Paper C, and especially the literature overview in the introduction, it became increasingly clear that only a handful of previous papers had used a comprehensive framework with the intent to investigate ‘all’ impacts of the introduction of self-driving technology. Hence, Paper C revolves around comparing different frameworks, and the study of the bus service is used as an example, rather than being the focal point of the paper.

### 1.4 Research approach

The research approach is similar in the projects that led to the three included papers, described in Figure 2. The two research projects were *Självkörande fordon och...*
In each project I began by conducting a state-of-the-art of previous similar work and approaches. This process was more extensive within the SLL SDV project since I had less experience working as a researcher. This step was followed by, and was to some extent interconnected to, development of scenarios for the two projects. This step was done by conducting workshops and interviews with experts within the transportation field in Sweden to gauge the main potential and which scenarios would be deemed interesting to further investigate. See also Section 4.1 that further describes this process.

The SLL SDV project also contained a step for choosing an appropriate model to perform the study, which ultimately concluded in the use of the Sampers model. With the Södertörn project, this model was chosen early due to 1) my experience with using it, 2) its integrated cost-benefit module SamKalk and 3) due to the assistance available from the STA (e.g. availability of licenses and practical support).

For both projects, the scenarios were applied to the Sampers model, further detailed in Section 4.2. Lastly, the result was analysed (mostly using Microsoft Excel) and written up into the three papers.
1.5 Outline of the thesis

Following this introduction, Section 2 outlines the history of traffic flow models, more specifically four-step transport models and a description of the Sampers model used within the included papers. Section 3 gives an overview of self-driving technology – previous research and especially previous similar attempts of using four-step transport models to investigate the high-level impacts of self-driving technology. Section 4 describes the research methods and the process I have applied to answer the research questions. Section 5 shortly summarises the papers, followed by Section 6 where I outline the key findings of the research papers in relation to the research questions. In Section 7 I discuss the limitations and point to future research needs within the field. Finally, Section 8 concludes the thesis.
2 Overview of four-step transport models

This section is an overview of four-step transport models and the different types of models used. In Section 2.1 I describe how four-step transport models work, their advantages and disadvantages and give an overview of how macroscopic models calculate transport behaviour. Section 2.2 further describes the Sampers model, used within the three papers.

There are numerous models of different types for evaluating transport or mobility, e.g. system dynamics (Shepherd, 2014), econometric models (e.g. Andersson and Ivehammar (2019) and Wadud and Mattioli (2021)), qualitative models describing people’s preferences (Guo et al., 2020; Musselwhite et al., 2014; Zmud et al., 2013) or conceptual models of transportation as cultural artefacts (Holden et al., 2020; Sovacool and Axsen, 2018; Urry, 2004). Within this thesis, I focus on four-step transport models. These emulate large areas and large numbers of people and provide descriptions of their journeys and how travellers interact with each other.

The first attempts to emulate transport behaviour stems from the early 1950s and 1960s in the US from research performed Greenshields (1934), Chandler et al. (1958), Gazis et al. (1959) and Lighthill and Whitham (1955) describing drivers’ behaviour in relation to other road users, named “car-following models”. Since then, numerous different approaches have developed, increasingly taking advantage of the growing computer power to use more complex models (Boyce and Williams, 2015).

2.1 Four-step transport models

Four-step models emulate the transport system of whole cities or regions with the intent to capture behaviour at an aggregated level, e.g. measuring congestion on a highway, the induced demand of transport from increased accessibility, the number of expected passengers on a major metro line or the total CO$_2$ emissions from a region. Four-step models have been in use since the 1960s (Boyce and Williams, 2015; Weiner, 1997) and are today widespread, at least in the OECD (Cruz and Sarmento, 2020; Flyvbjerg et al., 2005; Horowitz and Farmer, 1999).

The comprehensive approach of four-step transport models comes with the need of simplifying the behaviour of individual citizens, instead aggregating individuals into groups or areas of residence. The models assume that travellers with similar background behave similarly and calculates travel behaviour through regression analysis of travel surveys made previously. Furthermore, the models usually cover a ‘normal’ weekday (ignoring or averaging out variation throughout the year). Therefore, four-step transport models are generally most useful for answering overarching questions regarding the system or modelling large infrastructure solutions, rather than describing how many people would traverse a certain smaller bus line in a city or the day-to-day variation over a workweek (McNally, 2008).

The four steps of the model, seen in Figure 3, are:
• Trip generation
• Trip distribution
• Mode choice
• Route choice

These four-steps roughly correspond to the questions:

• How many trips will be made?
• Where should the trips go?
• Which mode of transport will be used?
• Which route will be used?

In reality, all these questions are interrelated: for instance, choosing to make a trip depends on the routes available, and four-step transport models usually have feedback loops to incorporate congestion which affects travel times when many citizens decide to choose the same road.

The models generally have a number of exogenous factors affecting travel behaviour such as demographics (e.g. age cohorts and education levels), economy (e.g. disposable income and fuel cost), land use (e.g. where workplaces are situated) and descriptive data of the transport network (e.g. the road network and public transport services). These factors are linked to zones describing the region represented in the model (de Dios Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011).

Figure 3. Overview of the four-step transport model. Dark blue are exogenous factors affecting the model, whereas green boxes indicate the core of the model with arrows indicating output affecting the next step of the model. Dotted lines are feedback loops that may exist and may be run incrementally, depending on the specific model characteristics.
2.1.1 Trip generation

The first step of a four-step transport model is generating trips, i.e. determining how many trips travellers make during the modelled time period. The demand for trips is governed by many factors, such as price of transport, accessibility to different workplaces and services, demographic factors and quality of services (Profillidis and Botzoris, 2018). Calculating the demand is usually divided into attraction and production of trips, i.e. how many trips are expected to end in the zone (e.g. a workplace) and how many trips originate within a zone (e.g. a residential area). Furthermore, this calculation of demand is usually done with different trip purposes in mind, emphasising that the number of trips to school and workplaces is mostly dependent on larger trends (McNally, 2008). In contrast, leisure trips are likely to be more dependent on the accessibility of leisure activities, which is partly stipulated by transport related policies (Burns and Golob, 1976).

This step of the model is usually represented by some form of regression model based on travel survey data collected within the modelled region or based on data on e.g. traffic counts or travel behaviour. GPS data are gradually more used to increase accuracy and combat low response rates, but travel surveys are still the main form used (Huang et al., 2019; Vij and Shankari, 2015).

Trip demand is assumed to follow the general economic theory of supply and demand, where the relationship is in general non-linear, see Figure 4. This implies that e.g. a decrease in travel time by 10 % would not correspond to a fixed demand change, instead that changes to travel opportunities depend on the current travel behaviour. I.e. a person with very limited travel opportunities would likely increase their travel demand substantially by even small changes to e.g. ticket price, whereas a person who travels a lot would not make more trips.
2.1.2 Trip distribution

The second step of the model revolves around determining where travellers want to go, producing so called origin-demand matrices. The process involves matching attraction and production of trips generated in the previous step, usually by measuring the ‘distance’ between two zones using foremost, travel impedance measured in e.g. travel time or generalised cost. The resulting pairing of attraction and production is done by the so called ‘gravity model’ (McNally, 2008; Voorhees, 2013), assuming that different areas will be similar to gravity fields so that travellers are pulled towards or are more likely to choose destinations that are close and/or big, thus having larger influence on the choice.

This can be exemplified by shopping for groceries. Citizens are likely to choose a convenience store close to home, but large malls also hold notable attractiveness since they may be cheaper and have a larger variety of goods. However, particular stores that are not in the direct vicinity may also attract attention due to e.g. special products. As such, all ‘attraction’ facilities have some probability of attracting a certain citizen.

Moreover, the trip distribution model is also subject to other types of variables than travel impedance, such as gender, age or economic income.

2.1.3 Mode choice

The third step entails distributing trips between the different modes of transport available in the model. In a passenger transport model, these usually consist of car, public transport, walking, and sometimes cycling. Some models add other modes of transport, such as boats, car-pooling, taxis or air travel, depending on the model and the context of the modelled area. For each zone-to-zone trip calculated, this step distributes how many trips are made by each travel mode. This is done through calculating the travel impedance for each mode and zone-to-zone pair and then calculating the likelihood of travellers choosing one mode or another, usually by the use of a nested logit model (McNally, 2008).
As with trip generation and trip distribution, socioeconomic and cultural factors are usually integrated into the model, accounting for differences between different travellers.

2.1.4 Route choice

The fourth and final step calculates the routes chosen by travellers for each zone pair. The primary assumption is that travellers choose the route with the least travel impedance, usually measured as generalised cost, but also taking into account factors such as a preference for walking instead of taking the bus (Bovy, 2009).

The calculation of route choice has traditionally been viewed as a problem primarily for car traffic, where congestion leads to feedback loops influencing which route is chosen (de Dios Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011). Under the assumption that each traveller choosing the option with the least travel cost, one might expect that all travellers would choose the main streets of cities, which would lead to traffic jams. As an example, consider Figure 5, showing a simple example of two alternative routes, one with a considerably longer travel time but also higher capacity. In reality, route B would become congested and likely have substantially longer travel time than the stipulated 10 minute. Therefore, a share of the travellers would then choose Route A, and after several iterations reach an equilibrium with identical travel times for both routes.

![Figure 5. Example of two alternative routes, travel time and capacity.](image)

Congestion, and the resulting travel time, is calculated differently in microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic traffic assignment. Microscopic transport models try to simulate the behaviour and interaction of single agents, such as cars or pedestrians, in time frames that come close to human perception (e.g. a time-step of $1/10^{th}$ of a second). These models generally have small geographic extent, for example covering a highway stretch, a train station or a small road network. Microscopic models are widely used with commercially available applications such as Vissim or Aimsun (Burghout et al., 2004).

For macroscopic traffic assignment models, congestion on links are calculated using volume delay functions (VDF), stemming from research on fundamental transport flow diagrams called the Lighthill-Whitmans-Richards model (Johari et al., 2021; Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Richards, 1956) (See Figure 6 for an example). These describe the relationships between number of vehicles, their behaviour, flow of traffic and ultimately the travel time on...
the described link. The relationship is usually described using a simple equation, such as Equation 1:

\[ t = t_0 (1 + a \times (\frac{q}{q_{max}})^b) \]  

(Eq. 1)

Where \( t \) denotes the calculated travel time, \( t_0 \) the free flow travel time, \( q \) the flow (number of vehicles), \( q_{max} \) the maximum capacity of the link and \( a \) and \( b \) denote context dependent attributes. \( a \) and \( b \) could depend on a number of factors, such as the road type, number of lanes and culturally dependent factors (e.g. that people drive slower on narrow roads).

![Figure 6. The relationship between density and flow and an indication of when congestion will occur.](image)

Mesoscopic transport models use a combination of these two approaches, where individual cars are still modelled but treated as a group using VDFs on links (Burghout et al., 2004). They generally investigate the behaviour of bigger areas, e.g. the traffic behaviour of all vehicles within a larger neighbourhood, making simplification of individual agent’s interaction with their surroundings. These models usually cluster individual vehicles into larger groups to reduce operational complexity (van Wageningen-Kessels et al., 2015).

2.2 Sampers

In the three papers in this thesis, I have used the Swedish National Transport Model Sampers, which is owned and developed by the Swedish Transport Administration (STA) (Beser and Algers, 2002). Sampers covers regional and national travel in Sweden, was introduced in the late 1990s and has been in continuous development during the last 20 years with new versions released every 2 or 4 years (Kristoffersson et al., 2018; Trafikverket, 2020a). The model is mainly used for assessing the impacts of various infrastructure projects for the national transport plan (Witzell, 2021) but has also been used to investigate policy changes, most notably effects of congestion charging (Börjesson et al., 2014; Eliasson, 2009; Jansson and Lang, 2009). The model is generally viewed as useful and fit for its
purpose as well as modelling real world traffic in a sufficient manner (Andersson et al., 2017; Jonsson et al., 2011; Sweco Society AB, 2018), albeit with more general critique on how the model is actually used within the STA (Curtis et al., 2021; Witzell, 2021).

Sampers is based on two travel surveys from the 1994-1996 and 1998-2001, covering Swedish inhabitants over the age of 5, as well as some cross-national travel from Denmark and Norway. Additionally, international travel is added as an exogenous factor, as well as e.g. truck traffic which may impact congestion. All major roads, as well as all public transport services and large parts of sea transport is included in the model.

Sampers is divided into six sub-models. A national model covers long-distance travelling in Sweden and neighbouring areas in Norway, Finland and Denmark, while five regional models cover various areas in Sweden – Palt (northern Sweden), Skåne (the southernmost county of Sweden and its neighbouring counties), Sydost (south-eastern Sweden), Väst (the greater Gothenburg area) and Samm (Gotland and Mälaren Valley, incorporating Stockholm) (Trafikverket, 2020a). Within the three papers, I have made changes to the Samm models from 2018 (paper A and B) and 2020 (paper C) for Stockholm County.

The Samm models consists of 10,455 zones, where Stockholm County constitutes 1,364 zones. The zone layout has been designed by demographist at Statistics Sweden and generally follow street patterns, have a somewhat homogenous land use (e.g. only industrial buildings or sparsely populated area) and are somewhat similar in size of population, meaning that zones are generally small in Stockholm inner city (<0.5 km²) and large in rural areas (>100 km²).

Compared to a typical four-step transport model, Sampers integrates the first three steps (Trip generation, Trip distribution and Mode choice) into a nested logit model. Sampers calculates demand for five different trips purposes – work, school, social trips (e.g. visiting a relative), recreation and other. In addition, business trips are calculated in two separate ways depending on their starting location.

Non-business trips also handle trip chaining (except work trips that are not assumed to have trip chaining), such as stopping for groceries on the way home. See Figure 7 for an overview of Sampers way of calculating number of trips, their destination and mode choice.

Sampers includes five modes of transport – car, car as passenger, public transport, cycling and walking, where car as passenger describes a passenger in a car who is not driving and accompanying the driver to the destination (e.g. a family riding together to a destination).
The fourth step in the four-step model, Route choice, is made separately for four time periods – morning peak hour (approx. 06:30-07:30), mid-day (approx. 09:00-15:00), afternoon peak hour (approx. 16:30-17:30) and evening (approx. 19:00-22:00). In this step, the demand for trips with the different trip purposes are integrated to capture congestion. The route choice, also called traffic assignment, is made with INRO’s software Emme which calculates travel times per link. This step generates so called log-sums (de Jong et al., 2007), used as a measurement of accessibility. To capture the effect of accessibility of each zone, both to capture demand variation as well as mode choice depending on accessibility for each mode, these results feed back to the nested logit function describing the first three steps. In practice, the model is usually set at ‘normal’ traffic levels and then has several iterations to reach equilibrium of route choice between different routes, as well as equilibrium in overall demand.

For the different transport modes, only the public transport mode and car mode are modelled within the route choice module, whereas cycling and walking is considered to have a fixed speed and use the road network. For traffic assignment, Sampers uses INRO’s software Emme, with the car mode using the Path Based Traffic Assignment method, adapted from projected-gradient method (Florian et al., 2009). This assignment method was developed to solve large-scale problems and focuses on paths between all origin-destination pairs, aiming to create equilibrium between the different paths available. Within the method, all paths are adjusted simultaneously to reach the average travel impedance (Florian et al., 2009).

For public transport, Emme uses the assignment method Standard Transit Assignment, adapted from the method Optimal Strategy (Spiess and Florian, 1989). Standard Transit
Assignment is a headway-based assignment which calculates averages for waiting times, in comparison with timetable-based assignments which calculates exact waiting times. Headway-based assignment have the advantage of not requiring detailed time-tables, making them more easy to use practically (Rydergren, 2013). The method takes travel impedance into account, e.g. transfer penalties, waiting times and walking time and distributes travellers to different paths according to probabilities calculated by their total impedance.

In addition, for Paper A and B, Visum was used for traffic assignment of public transport, using the headway-based assignment method based on the work of Hasselström (1981, as cited in Rydergren, 2013), assuming that travellers have knowledge of the entire network, in comparison to the Optimal Strategy method where the travellers have limited knowledge (Rydergren, 2013).

However, in general, these two algorithms produce similar results and seem to be more sensitive to dissimilarities in applying the network design to the model (Hildebrand and Hörtin, 2014; Trafikförvaltningen, Region Stockholm et al., 2021).

Furthermore, Sampers is connected to a separate module for computing cost-benefit calculations called SamKalk (Trafikverket, 2021), used in Paper C. SamKalk uses state-of-the-art valuation for e.g. value of time reductions, accidents costs, infrastructure maintenance and discount rate (Trafikverket, 2020b).
3 Self-driving technology – History and research overview

This section provides an overview of the history of self-driving technology development (3.1), the low-level implications that have been identified regarding the performance of the vehicle (3.2) and previous research that have used transport models (3.3).

3.1 History

As noted by (Weber, 2014), the need of constructing machines to manage the driving of vehicles arouse with the introduction of cars. Horses, the primary mode of transport, could be compared to at least a SAE level 4 capability, and sailboats used the auto-tiller or usually had plenty of people on board (Weber, 2014). Aircrafts have had autopilot features for large part of their history and automatic trains have been around since at least the 1960s with the opening of London’s Victoria Line (Wikipedia, 2021). However, road transport generally presents more technological (and physical) obstacles than air, water or rail environments.

The (current) promise of self-driving car technology was initiated by Google’s demonstration of their vehicle during early 2010. They showed a car that seemingly could manoeuvre in normal traffic conditions, albeit with a security driver on board at the early stage. A newspaper article in The New York Times heralded large benefits to society:

“Robot drivers react faster than humans, have 360-degree perception and do not get distracted, sleepy or intoxicated, the engineers argue... The engineers say the technology could double the capacity of roads by allowing cars to drive more safely while closer together. Because the robot cars would eventually be less likely to crash, they could be built lighter, reducing fuel consumption.”

(Markoff, 2010)

However, the public demonstrations of Google had been preceded by at least half a century of work in sensors, automatic control and computational processing. As early as the 1939 Futurama exhibition, cars running on “automatic radio control” were envisioned (Baker and Villa, 2017). General Motors and the Radio Corporation of America began experiments in the 1950s on a highway stretch with experimental cars that detected electric currents built into the highway and could keep the car in the lane. This development peaked with the design of the Firebird concept cars, but never managed to materialise to a working concept due to technological limitations (Meyer and Beiker, 2014). In Japan, researchers at the Tsubuka Mechanical Engineering Laboratory managed to build a car in 1977 that used two cameras to process images of the road and used white street markers to detect the roadway. In the 1980s and 1990s, a team led by Ernst Dickmann succeeded in having cars drive up to 100 km/h on an empty highway stretch guided by cameras, which was followed with vehicles able to manage normal traffic conditions (Bender, 1991; Brodsky, 2016; Computer History Museum, 2016).
In 2003-2007, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects introduced a series of “Grand Challenges” with various competitions to develop self-driving vehicles. These competitions brought popularity into the concept of self-driving technology and managed to show that the technology may soon reach maturity. Google made especially ambitious investments into the process, attracting a lot of talent from academia and culminating in their 2010 demonstration (Brodsky, 2016; Meyer and Beiker, 2014).

Numerous companies, both manufacturers and data-driven companies, have since Google’s demonstration made multi-billion euro investments into the technology (McKinsey & Company, 2019), even though the initial hype of self-driving cars seemed to have dampened somewhat (Goasduff, 2021).

3.2 Low-level implications of self-driving technology

Establishing the implications of self-driving technology has been a growing research field during the 2010s, with early research focusing on effects for car design and requirements to enable the technology (Gandia et al., 2019; Harb et al., 2021b; Milakis et al., 2017). The prospect of understanding how the technology may impact people and society in general began during the second half of the decade. Important work were made by several authors in Meyer and Beiker (2014) on summarising previous research and exploring legal, ethical, energy, emissions and driver interaction, as well as Fagnant and Kockelman’s (2015) paper on policy implications for the U.S. government.

Understanding the impacts of self-driving technology may be done in various ways. As mentioned previously, Milakis et al. (2015) developed the ‘ripple effects’ model, with effects propagating from vehicle behaviour changes. In contrast, Taiebat et al. (2018) used the vehicle as their starting point of understanding impact, exploring vehicle operation, vehicle design, platooning and electrification. However, according to my understanding of the field of self-driving technology, there are two main areas that could be affected by self-driving technology: how the technology is perceived by people using the service; and changes in design and behaviour of the vehicle.

3.2.1 Human perception of riding in a self-driving vehicle

Self-driving technology may be lauded by media and manufacturers (Marsden and Reardon, 2018), but test subjects and the general population seem to have a more mixed view of how they would be affected. Gkartzonikas and Gkritza (2019) and Harb et al. (2021b) reviewed the current research on how self-driving services may be perceived and found substantial variation. Some respondents in experiments were positive to the prospect of not having to drive the car, instead focusing on other activities, whilst others expressed concern about safety, both the actual safety and the feeling of lack of control (Gkartzonikas and Gkritza, 2019; Harb et al., 2021b). In other research, several respondents have brought up the fact that they like driving, preferring to steer the vehicle instead of passively being toured to their destination (Hardman et al., 2019). Furthermore, it is likely that not all tasks related to driving may be automated, such as cleaning, helping travellers or fault handling (Becker et al., 2020; Flämig, 2016; Pakusch et al., 2021).
Similarly, the acceptance of the general public may not be unproblematic. In the 2020 Eurobarometer, 76% of the respondents across the EU stated that they would not be comfortable travelling without any human supervision, and only about 61% would be willing to travel if a human remotely supervised the journey (European Union and Kantar Belgium, 2020). Even though safety may be a key advantage proposed by advocates for self-driving technology (Marsden and Reardon, 2018), this view does not seem to be widespread among the general public.

The key findings regarding how people may perceive using a self-driving vehicle are mainly related to how they experience riding such vehicles. A key component of understanding human choice and preference for different modes of transport is the Value of Travel Time (Dubernet and Axhausen, 2020; Nordström, 2020) (VoTT), which is used in transport models to represent people’s trade-offs between travel time and monetary cost.

The perception of how people would experience riding in a self-driving car has been the subject of much research (Kolarova et al., 2019; Kyriakidis et al., 2015), with proponents pointing at the reduction in mental load and the possibility for drivers to instead focus on productive activities (or reproductive activities (Cohen and Hopkins, 2019)). Some authors remark that the vehicles could have a smoother driving behaviour or that the use of vehicle-to-vehicle communication could reduce the number of stops and accelerations (Milakis et al., 2017).

However, other researchers have concluded that it might be hard to perform other tasks in a moving car, due to e.g. car-sickness (Diels and Bos, 2016; Jones, 2019; Le Vine et al., 2015) or that people who do not drive today are usually not using their time very productively (Wadud and Huda, 2019).

Similarly, travellers using public transport experience varying degrees of comfort, from train rides which most people find to be soothing, to stressed bus drivers making sharp turns and quick brakes (Hansson et al., 2019). Smoother bus behaviour could mark an attractive option for many travellers, but it is uncertain how big this effect would be, if the bus would still operate in mixed traffic (see Paper C).

In conclusion, how passengers would perceive their time in a self-driving vehicle remains uncertain.

3.2.2 Vehicle design and behaviour changes

The second area affected by self-driving technology are changes to vehicle behaviour. Google’s initial attempts to driving on public roads have led to several accidents, however the majority of these seem to have been caused by other drivers who misinterpreted the behaviour of the car (Brodsky, 2016). This misinterpretation may be the legal fault of the human drivers, but it is not unproblematic with a car that does not operate as people are used to.
Within this section, I review low-level impacts identified in previous research (see also Paper C), namely changes to:

a) accident rates  
b) road capacity and vehicle speed  
c) energy consumption  
d) the cost of the vehicle  
e) type of and price of services

The behaviour of the car is subject to engineering decisions, especially on the level of security, e.g. which speed is deemed appropriate at any given time. As a consequence, various manufacturers and researchers are using different approaches which leads to heterogeneity in actual behaviour on the road (Amer et al., 2017). This heterogeneity affects accident rates (and types) and affects other vehicles speed due to congestion, thus affecting road capacity in general (Amer et al., 2017; Faisal et al., 2019). Therefore, predicting the overall outcome may be difficult.

A potential impact with connected self-driving vehicles is that they could make use of vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, e.g. anticipating that the line of cars in front will break in 0.1 seconds or optimising traffic light (Hoogendoorn et al., 2014; Le Vine et al., 2015; Shladover, 2021; Ye and Yamamoto, 2018). The concept of bus-to-infrastructure communication however is well established and used throughout the OECD, but there are substantial potential to further enhance this feature (Dadashzadeh and Ergun, 2018; Sørensen et al., 2021). Furthermore, smoother travel motions could potentially reduce travel times due to reduced stop duration (see Paper C).

The driving behaviour can also lead to reductions in energy demand, for example through the use of eco-driving or platooning (Wadud et al., 2016) or by more defensive driving behaviour with more stops and accelerations (Islam et al., 2019).

As with most new technology, self-driving vehicles are expected to be costly in their initial introduction but their mid- to long-term cost estimates vary substantially (Andersson and Ivehammar, 2019; Becker et al., 2020; Wadud and Mattioli, 2021). It is likely that the long-term costs gravitate towards the cost of just material and the process of building and maintaining the technology, but when we would arrive at this long-term remains uncertain (Wadud and Mattioli, 2021). The introduction of self-driving technology could also lead to reduction in insurance costs and vehicle accident costs, reducing the lifecycle costs of vehicles (Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015; Wadud, 2017).

A feature often described in relation to self-driving technology is the ability for cars to be shared effortlessly due to the vehicles’ ability to drive themselves to the next traveller (Bissell et al., 2020; Epting, 2019; Meyer et al., 2017). This service could be used within a
household, enabling more frequent use of the vehicle, or as free-floating taxi services that pick up any residents. Using the technology on taxis would cut costs by approximately 2/3 in the OECD (the drivers’ salary) but might mean increased costs of tasks that still require human intervention such as fault handling or cleaning (Becker et al., 2020; Wadud, 2017; Wadud and Mattioli, 2021).

Bus services, being already a shared service, could still benefit from autonomous technology, as the bus driver constitutes about 50% of costs (Bösch et al., 2018, also see paper A-C). For train services, drivers constitute a smaller share of costs (less than 5% in Stockholm) due to the large investment and maintenance connected to infrastructure. However, drivers and on-board personnel required to increase the service when there is free infrastructure capacity account for about 50% of the marginal cost of train service operation (i.e. assuming that the infrastructure is already built and maintained) (paper A-C).

Reducing the costs of especially bus services and eliminating the need to plan drivers’ itineraries would also increase flexibility and enable the cost-efficient use of smaller routes, including first and last mile services (Paulsson, 2021; Pernestål Brenden and Kottenhoff, 2018).

### 3.3 High-level impacts implications of self-driving technology

Previous research into high-level impacts of self-driving technology has shown that the technology could lead to changes in emission rates (Taiebat et al., 2018), decreased accident rates (Koopman and Wagner, 2017) and increased inequality (Sparrow and Howard, 2020). In fact, the range of areas affected by self-driving technology is vast. Table 1, which has been adapted from Paper C, summarises the findings identified by previous research, conditioned on the realisation of self-driving technology on a high level.

Table 1. List of high-level impacts. Table adapted from Paper C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified impact areas</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle damages</td>
<td>Potential for decrease, albeit uncertain if realistic</td>
<td>(Dixit et al., 2019; Kalra and Paddock, 2016; Koopman and Wagner, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injuries</td>
<td>Potential for decrease, albeit uncertain if realistic</td>
<td>(Dixit et al., 2019; Kalra and Paddock, 2016; Koopman and Wagner, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle technology costs</td>
<td>Likely high initially, then decreasing over time</td>
<td>(Wadud, 2017; Wadud and Mattioli, 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure cost</td>
<td>Uncertain, some authors assume unchanged infrastructure, others increased requirements</td>
<td>(Farah et al., 2018; Kulmala et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019; Ulrich et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance costs</td>
<td>Likely increased due to increased technological requirements and tasks currently performed by drivers</td>
<td>(Becker et al., 2020; Kulmala et al., 2019; Nunes et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational costs (commercial actors)</td>
<td>Drastically reduced, however likely that new costs will arise, such as increased maintenance and remote operations support</td>
<td>(Andersson and Ivehammar, 2019; Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015; Faisal et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>Likely reduced per kilometre due to more eco-driving, but might increase overall due to induced travel demand and empty vehicle kilometres (cars driving between passengers)</td>
<td>(Taiebat et al., 2018; Wadud et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse gases</td>
<td>Likely reduced per kilometre due to more eco-driving, but might increase overall due to induced travel demand and empty vehicle kilometres (cars driving between passengers)</td>
<td>(Taiebat et al., 2018; Wadud et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>Likely reduced per kilometre due to more eco-driving, but might increase overall due to induced travel demand and empty vehicle kilometres (cars driving between passengers)</td>
<td>(Taiebat et al., 2018; Wadud et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Likely increased due to induced travel demand and empty vehicle kilometres (cars driving between passengers)</td>
<td>(Horschutz Nemoto et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health impacts</td>
<td>Likely reduced public health due to increased pollution, noise (see above) and less physical activity</td>
<td>(Faisal et al., 2019; Horschutz Nemoto et al., 2021; Levine et al., 2018; Milakis et al., 2015; Narayanan et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel costs for consumers</td>
<td>Reduced due to less costs for taxi and public transport service</td>
<td>(Becker et al., 2020; Bösch et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time</td>
<td>Decreased due to increased availability to cars</td>
<td>(Milakis et al., 2017; Soteropoulos et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion levels</td>
<td>Mixed, self-driving vehicles are expected to increase road capacity but number of trips increase substantially, increasing congestion. Likely large geographic variation.</td>
<td>(Cohen and Cavoli, 2019; Maciejewski and Bischoff, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use</td>
<td>Self-driving vehicles could reduce the need for parking, likely freeing up space in urban areas. Increased car accessibility would promote more disperse land use.</td>
<td>(Carrese et al., 2019; Gelauff et al., 2019; Hawkins and Nurul Habib, 2019; Kim et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ perception</td>
<td>Likely heterogeneous, with some users perceiving the lack of driver as disturbing and less safe.</td>
<td>(European Union and Kantar Belgium, 2020; Gkartzonikas and Gkritza, 2019; Johansson et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, would lead to lack of authority presence and ad hoc-problem solving. (2021; Kyriakidis et al., 2015; Paulsson, 2021; Piao et al., 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cybersecurity</th>
<th>Increased risks due to reliance on IT systems</th>
<th>(Gkartzonikas and Gkritza, 2019; Horschutz Nemoto et al., 2021; Taeihagh, 2021; Taeihagh and Lim, 2019)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Negative, many workers in the transport industry would be unemployed.</td>
<td>(Alonso Raposo et al., 2018; Smit et al., 2020; Taiebat et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wider economic impacts</td>
<td>Likely positive due to increased overall productivity</td>
<td>(Hibberd et al., 2018; Innamaa et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs/benefits, different socio-economic groups</td>
<td>Uncertain, largely unexplored. May lead to increased economic inequality and problems for travellers in need of assistance.</td>
<td>(Bissell et al., 2020; Nahmias-Biran et al., 2021; Sparrow and Howard, 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the impacts stem from an overall increased demand for travel, linked to an overall increased accessibility (Soteropoulos et al., 2019). This in turn leads to e.g. increased congestion, pollution, emissions and demand for infrastructure. Even though self-driving technology could lead to e.g. energy savings per kilometre driven (Wadud et al., 2016), the overall induced demand would likely overshadow these positive impacts (Pernestål et al., 2019).

### 3.4 Previous research of self-driving technology using transport modelling

After the (current) vision of widespread self-driving vehicles, research using large-scale modelling tools began during the first half of the 2010s with mainly white papers or conference papers (Soteropoulos et al., 2019), such as Burns et al. (2012), Burghout et al. (2014) and the series of reports presented by the International Transport Forum (International Transport Forum, 2017a, 2017b, 2016, 2015) describing possible impacts for Lisbon, Auckland and Helsinki. Following this initial work, some early peer-reviewed published papers was done by e.g. Fagnant and Kockelman (2014), Fagnant et al. (2016), Zhang et al. (2015), Bischoff and Maciejewski (2016), Boesch et al. (2016), Azevedo et al. (2016) and Meyer et al. (2017), simulating mainly medium and large U.S. and European cities. The studies also mainly centred on various types of taxi services substituting previous car and/or public transport demand (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019).

The assumptions generally centred around the availability of cars (e.g. assuming that all citizens would use a self-driving car), the road capacity and the value of travel time (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019; Soteropoulos et al., 2019). The price of the service and waiting times were sometimes treated as exogenous assumptions or results from the model (e.g. Azevedo et al. (2016), Boesch et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2017).
The studies generally showed increased car traffic (Milakis et al., 2017; Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019) and more dispersed land use (Carrese et al., 2019; Gelauff et al., 2019; Hawkins and Nurul Habib, 2019), especially if self-driving cars would not also be used together with trip-sharing services. In the case of shared car use, the car fleet could decrease to less than 10% of the current need due to the increased usage rates (Bischoff and Maciejewski, 2016; Boesch et al., 2016; Fagnant et al., 2016). However, as shown by more recent studies, the results varied substantially by geography (Gelauff et al., 2019; Meyer et al., 2017). Finally, it should be stressed that the results seemed to be largely conditional on assumptions made by the researchers and results varied substantially (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019; Soteropoulos et al., 2019).

Only a handful of previous studies have explored the prospect of self-driving public transport (Azad et al., 2019; Gelauff et al., 2019; International Transport Forum, 2017a, 2015; Meyer et al., 2017), while the majority of previous studies have assumed no changes to the public transport service (Azad et al., 2019; Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019; Soteropoulos et al., 2019).

Most previous studies focus on the two last steps of the four-step model – the mode choice and route choice, with especially the route choice model being the main subject of research (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019; Soteropoulos et al., 2019). A variety of models have been used, mainly microscopic and mesoscopic route assignment models using agent-based models with fixed travel demand (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019) where individual vehicles are modelled to show e.g. the demand for parking (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015), kilometres driven with empty cars (between customers, or to parking facilities) (e.g. Dia and Javanshour, 2017) or needs for fleet size to meet demand, in relationship to waiting time or the rate of sharing (e.g. Azevedo et al., 2016).

The majority of studies used agent-based modelling where individual vehicles and/or travellers are seen as agents moving throughout the network. This approach makes it possible to simulate e.g. vehicle sharing which is not available in traffic flow based models, such as Sampers (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019). Furthermore, Sampers works with fixed time demand segments, virtually emulating a single point in time rather than a more dynamic flow of vehicles throughout the network. Furthermore, as links in traffic flow models are not directly dynamically linked to each other, congestion issues on an individual link does not propagate throughout the network (Samuelsson and Wang, 2020). However, the majority of previous papers assumed a fixed demand for each mode or an overall fixed demand, not taking into account changes such as induced demand due to increased accessibility or people choosing the car instead of public transport, which is a major advantage of Sampers.
4 Investigating self-driving technology using the Sampers model

To investigate the impacts of self-driving technology using the Sampers model, certain adaptations have been required. This section describes two different parts of the research methods applied within the papers. Section 4.1 describes how the scenarios used within each project was made, and Section 4.2 describes the changes made to the Sampers model to emulate the scenarios.

4.1 Scenario development

All three papers included in this thesis rely on scenarios, where possible future transport systems are investigated. The scenarios were developed through a series of steps, described in Figure 8. The steps are not entirely separately distinguished, especially the first and second step (Scenario development and Scenario interpretation) were formed together, and the following steps also have lighter feedback loops.

The first step, Scenario development, was mainly done by reviewing previous work and through workshops with stakeholder or experts within the field. The scenarios were intended to be mutually exclusive and describe a vast variable space, taking inspiration from morphological analysis (Johansen, 2018). Furthermore, the scenarios were intended to be explorative (‘what can happen?’) rather than likely (‘what will happen?’), taking inspiration from Börjeson et al. (2006) and Vanston et al. (1977). Furthermore, the scenarios were intended to be simple, to increase the comprehensibility.

The second step, interpretation and adjustment to the model, incorporates making the scenarios more concrete and feasible to include in a four-step model, in this case Sampers. This step was done partly concurrently with the first step as not all scenarios were possible to simulate within the Sampers framework due to limitations of the model (see Section 7.1).

The third step, Parameter change appraisal, further concretized the scenarios into quantitative numbers, e.g. valuation of exactly how road capacity or maintenance costs would change. This step was, according to my experience, the most controversial one as some parameter values were highly contested or dependent on assumptions without universal consensus in the research community.

Finally, the fourth and fifth steps were the most labour-intensive and required considerable time. The implementation part of a four-step model also requires small design details (e.g. setting an exact time between two bus stops).
For paper A and B, the main inspiration for scenarios were from Pernestål et al. (2019) which had two axes for possible futures related to self-driving technology. The two axes were 1) the rate of governmental engagement and 2) the rate of sharing, which together formed four separate ‘extreme’ scenarios. These scenarios were then compared to similar scenario development by e.g. Gelauff et al. (2017), Richter (2018) and Tillema et al. (2015) and workshops were conducted with a total number of 130 transport industry professionals. Together, this formed an iterative process where the scenarios were reviewed and then further evaluated based on input from the industry professionals.

This process led to a final set of six scenarios with two axes - changes to the public transport and changes to the car system. The public transport axis explored potential changes in the organization of the public transport system, especially the possibility to increase service levels due to decreased costs for on-board personnel. The car axis explored possibilities to share the car resource due to the car’s new ability to transport itself to a new passenger without the need for a driver. Two of the scenarios, involving shared taxis, were removed due to technical limitations in the model and are discussed more within Section 7.1.

Regarding paper C, the process was somewhat similar but instead of workshops, interviews with select groups of industry professionals were made, and the scenarios were more outlined as per the research objective for the project. The main dimensions investigated were the requirements for digital and physical infrastructure related to self-driving transport, and thus three scenarios were developed varying these requirements.

4.2 Applying the scenarios to the Sampers model

Due to the structure of four-step models, the application of self-driving technology was divided into the car mode and the public transport mode with changes done separately to the modes. In Section 3.2 I identified the following parameters that might be affected by self-driving technology: VoTT; accident rate; road capacity; energy consumption; the cost of the vehicle; and the type of service available to citizens.

In the SLL SDV project, reported in Paper A and B, I made changes to the parameters road capacity, the cost of the vehicle and the type of service. The value of time was deemed to be infeasible to change due to technical reasons and not all types of services were included.
Road capacity was modelled using the VDFs, namely to double the maximum capacity of the major roads in the area.

The introduction of self-driving cars was deemed to mean that additional population groups would have access to the car, i.e. those without a drivers’ license. To model this, drivers’ license availability was set to 100 % in the region. However, the number of cars were still limited, meaning that the ‘competition’ for using the car within households increased. Two of the scenarios in Paper A and B entailed a replacement of private car use with a taxi service, which would increase the availability of the car mode, thus the car availability was set to 100 % in these scenarios. However, the shift from privately owned cars to taxi services would mean that the business model for paying for the car mode shifts as well. Therefore, the cost of ‘driving’ was simultaneously increased to account for capital costs for vehicles, which are usually treated as non-existent by most drivers (Becker et al., 2020), resulting in an increased cost of use from approximately 0.2 €/km to 0.5 €/km.

Regarding public transport in Paper A and B, it has previously been identified that the driver constitutes a substantial share of the cost of operations (see Section 3.2.2) and the assumption was set that the reduction in cost would be used to increase the levels of service. This was done by decreasing the headway for public transport in the model. However, similar to the car mode, a new form of public transport was modelled, namely on-demand public transport servicing last and first mile trips. This was done by removing all minor bus lines (minor was defined by routes having more than 10 minutes of headway outside of peak hours) and replacing these by on-demand public transport connecting passengers to the nearest major bus or train station, except for the inner city where this was deemed unfeasible due to congestion. Practically, this was done by adding new access and egress connections with a speed of 25 km/h, assuming that this would be an average service speed across geographies (compare to Burghout et al. (2014) who used 20 km/h for taxi services but also included the inner city).

Paper C only concerned changes to the public transport system, assuming a similar increase in service levels due to reduction of costs. Furthermore, assumptions about the value of travel time was made, likening a new bus service to the comfort levels of train services. Practically, this was accomplished by changes to the time between stops (as Sampers has no separate value for value of travel time that may be more easily changed). Additionally, assumptions of increased service speeds were made, further limiting the time between stops.
5 Summary of appended papers

5.1 Paper A: Will public transport be relevant in a self-driving future?  
A demand model simulation of four scenarios for Stockholm, Sweden

The paper uses the Sampers model to investigate impacts of self-driving technology for Stockholm, Sweden, with self-driving technology used for both cars and public transport. Four scenarios are presented, exploring two possible transport alternatives for car transport and two for public transport, together forming a matrix, see Figure 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-demand public transport</th>
<th>On-demand public transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private cars</td>
<td>Taxi service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional public transport</td>
<td>Private cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi service</td>
<td>Conventional public transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Scenarios in Paper A.

For car traffic, the car was assumed to be either 1) privately owned (which is most prevalent currently) but with the change that anyone within the household can use the car (not only those who hold a drivers’ license), or 2) used as a taxi service, available to anyone. The major difference, other than accessibility to the car mode, is that in the first case, the cost of driving is unchanged from today (reflecting mainly the cost of fuel and maintenance), whereas the cost of using the car is heavily increased in the second case. This reflects that travellers would need to pay for the vehicle as part of the marginal cost of use, instead of a large up-front purchase to acquire the car. Still, the cost of this taxi service would be dramatically reduced compared to the current cost of taxi services.

For public transport, 1) a conventional public transport service and 2) an On-demand service were investigated. The conventional public transport case assumed that public transport was similarly organised as today, with fixed routes and time schedules, but with dramatic increases in service level (i.e. reduced headway between trips) for mainly bus traffic, but also for rail based traffic during off-peak hours. In the second case, fixed routes assumed to have been replaced by On-demand shuttles driving passengers to bigger stops where trunk lines would operate (like currently planned systems, but with increased service levels as the first case).

During the analysis of the results, I concluded that the increased service levels for public transport had remarkably low impacts on overall travel. Instead, a transition to self-driving
cars would be associated with a transition to car use from public transport, walking and cycling. However, these results were largely dependent on assumptions of cost of car use.

5.2 Paper B: Will leisure trips be more affected by autonomous technology than work trips? Modelling self-driving public transport and cars in Stockholm, Sweden

The second paper is a continuation of the first, with more thorough analysis of results and the impacts of the results. Within the paper, we analyse the results based on differences between different trip purposes and geography, as well as sensitivity analysis of variation in price as well as analysing each modelled factor separately.

We find moderate changes to work travel but that leisure trips increase dramatically. This may be due to the inelasticity of work trips (i.e. the number of work trips is mostly associated with population size, economy and cultural factors, rather than accessibility), whereas people would make more trips to e.g. sports activities or visit grandparents if their transport accessibility would increase.

Geographic changes were also substantial for both car and public transport use. In the scenarios with taxi services replacing privately owned cars, rural car traffic decreased, likely connected to the price of the service whereas the increased overall accessibility to the car mode (i.e. that no drivers’ license or ownership of the car was required) likely had little impact in areas where ‘everyone’ already has a car. In the inner city, results indicated large increases in car use, but we question the feasibility of the results there as congestion is not properly modelled within the Sampers model. Furthermore, the increased accessibility in the inner city is likely small due to a public transport network with high frequencies. Instead, areas most likely to be affected are the suburbs where current public transport is lacking and where car ownership is moderately high, with excess demand for transport is not currently satisfied.

Further analysis of the public transport option showed that the increased service, and especially the On-demand solution, could be especially attractive for rural areas. Here, stops are generally a long walk from home, and may only have one trip per hour or similar, making it a poor option at present. An On-demand solution, even with low average speed, could be a feasible solution for a lot of residents.

5.3 Paper C: Evaluation of frameworks for assessing societal impacts of self-driving technology

The third paper has two parts, one regarding frameworks to assess societal impacts of self-driving technology, and one part evaluating the impacts of a self-driving bus service in southern Stockholm, Sweden.

The first part summarises previous frameworks that have been made to assess the societal impacts of self-driving technology, out of which several are white papers. The list of potential impacts listed vary largely, with 24 factors identified and no framework that covers
all aspects. The previous frameworks use various methods of assessing impacts: conceptual, mostly using qualitative analysis; mathematical, with ‘simple’ quantitative relationships between variables; system dynamics, a technique focusing on feedback loops and identifying causalities on a holistic level; and finally state-of-the-art which mainly investigate previous research and groups the result into an overall framework of understanding. Furthermore, the scope and motivation also vary widely.

The second part highlights the findings from the Södertörn project (Sjöström et al., 2021), which evaluates three scenarios for self-driving bus services with various levels of self-driving capabilities. The project evaluated a bus line with

1) Self-driving capability but with a bus driver on-board who would take over in areas where the bus could not drive by itself,

2) Self-driving capabilities facilitated by heavy investments into physical infrastructure (e.g. a dedicated highway lane) and remote steering when needed,

3) And finally self-driving capabilities facilitated by digital development where the bus could drive in mixed traffic and only occasionally in need of remote guidance.

The assessment was done by using the Total Impact Assessment (Sv. ‘Samlad effektbedömning’), developed by the STA, a framework previously used for infrastructure assessment which uses a mix of quantitative and qualitative assessment and a procedure for peer-review of results with experts within various field (e.g. biologists or accessibility experts). The Sampers model was used to model impacts on ridership and indirect effects, such as people switching from car travel to the bus as an effect of a more attractive service.

We concluded that the use of the framework made it possible to compare the scale of different effects, such as comparing reduction in cost of vehicle injuries to infrastructure costs of digital infrastructure. Furthermore, the framework also made it clear that costs and benefits would not affect different actors (such as the STA, bus operators or the different groups of travellers) evenly, necessitating further discussion of how public infrastructure and service is funded.
6 Key findings

This section of the thesis summarises the contributions of the papers in relation to the research questions posed in Section 1.2.

6.1 Which potentials for public transport can self-driving technology have?

In Paper A-C we showed that self-driving technology would mean a substantial reduction in costs for especially bus traffic. The bus driver constitutes about half of the cost of operations in the OECD and about half of the marginal cost of operations for train traffic (i.e. not accounting for infrastructure costs) (Paper A and B). However, costs of purchasing these vehicles would be high, at least initially and new costs could arise, such as remote operations and increased maintenance (Paper C). Self-driving technology may also require infrastructure investments which could be substantial in relation to cost savings (Paper C). The costs could also be shifted onto different actors than during current operations (Paper C).

A major finding of Paper C was that increased comfort for bus rides could be the largest benefit, outshining the reduced cost of operations. As stated in the article, these findings were likely overoptimistic, but could still be large. The realisation of them depends on 1) if the technology would be realisable and 2) if this increased comfort would be perceived as similar to train travel.

Decreased accident and injury rates have usually been heralded as the major benefits of self-driving technology (Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015; Kalra and Paddock, 2016; Koopman and Wagner, 2017). However, as we have shown in Paper C, even an optimistic reduction in injuries for public transport (by 90 %) would account for only small increases in overall benefit of public transport, as accidents are (fortunately) already uncommon.

The change in cost structure of public transport would open up new possibilities for public transport offerings previously deemed difficult due to cost and organisational practices. A reduction in cost of public transport would make it possible for authorities to offer public transport in areas with low utilisation levels (Pernestål Brenden and Kottenhoff, 2018). Indirectly, this could also contribute to the use of smaller vehicles than full-sized buses, further opening up for new possibilities. As we showed in Paper C, the size of buses limits their operational areas due to 1) restrictions in roadways allowed (with bearing capacity in mind or due to turning radius) and 2) noise levels.

Furthermore, an important constraint on current bus operations is the requirements of itineraries of bus drivers, which limits flexibility both legally as drivers need breaks at certain intervals and practically to ensure efficient scheduling (Paulsson, 2021). Removing this constraint would open up for new possibilities for e.g. on-demand services, explored in Paper A and B.
6.2 Which parameters in four-step transport models need to be adjusted to simulate self-driving public transport?

To emulate the expected implications of self-driving technology, the following changes were deemed necessary to change in four-step models: road capacity and congestion behaviour; increased public transport service levels; the modelling of first- and last-mile services; changes to the value of time; and increased availability of the car mode.

Road capacity is modelled by VDFs in macroscopic traffic assignment models and the changed behaviour of individual vehicles would lead to differences at an aggregated level. Within Paper A and B, a simple assumption was made that doubled the capacity of the road, but more elaborate changes to the functions are likely needed to capture the complex behaviour (Sonnleitner et al., 2021).

The reduction in costs of public transport was assumed in Paper A-C to be used to increase service levels, especially during off-peak hours which would limit the need for additional vehicles. This was modelled by decreasing the headway of the public transport lines, which should be a suitable way of emulating this. However, this increase in service levels did not account for e.g. congestion issues that may occur in the roadways or additional requirements for bus terminals.

First and last mile public transport services were modelled in Paper A and B as direct links between zones and major stops or stations, with the assumption that travellers would have an average travel speed of 25 km/h considering waiting times, transfer times and the non-direct path (i.e. not a beeline). These assumptions were simplifications and individual travel routes from each zone to the major stops or stations would have been a more realistic simulation of the service. There has been considerable work done in this field by e.g. Scheltes (2017), Shen et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2019) and Badia and Jenelius (2020) which could be further incorporated into four-step models.

Changes to the value of travel time was done by a multitude of previous transport model studies (Pernestål et al., 2019; Soteropoulos et al., 2019), usually by changing the value within the model. This was not feasible in the Sampers model, instead changes to the travel times themselves were made, which however does not show the variation in value of time for different travellers.

The increased availability of the car mode was represented by increasing the car availability and drivers’ license availability, both treated as exogenous factors in the Sampers model. This approach posed a drastic change to the model, outside the ‘normal’ range of availability, thus such an increased availability was outside the scope of the model. Still, the resulting effects were deemed to be reasonable (see Section 7.1).
6.3 Which implications would self-driving public transport have for the transport system?

As found by previous researchers and confirmed in Paper A-C, the bus driver accounts for about 50% of the total cost of operations for bus traffic. Furthermore, in Paper A and B, I found that for rail-based traffic, on-board personnel constitute a large portion of the marginal cost. Put in simple terms, once the infrastructure has been built and trains purchased, the driver is currently a large part of operational costs, and therefore it makes fiscal sense to use the vehicles to the furthest extent. Therefore, the reduced costs of operations for operators would lead to large cost savings. In Paper A-C, we found that professionals from the transport sector thought that a potential use of these savings could go into increasing service levels, which might attract more passengers and reduce car use.

In Paper A and B, we found this drastic increase in service levels to have a limited impact on ridership for Stockholm. Therefore, the reduction in costs of operation could probably be better spent by e.g. lowering taxes or using funds for other welfare areas. However, in Paper B we showed that the effect of the increased service had varied impacts in different parts of the region. In rural areas, the current public transport service is currently poorly accustomed to travellers, with few trips per day and long distances to stops. Whereas in more central parts, public transport is already the dominating mode of transport with buses and metro trains wait times being marginal. An increase in service therefore did not lead to substantial time savings and therefore had limited impact on ridership.

This variability in impact due to geography likely points to the difficulty of generalising the results – it is likely that my results may be transferable to cities of similar size with a similar layout, i.e. Western European cities. But for more rural areas, the overall results are likely quite different. Furthermore, not all countries have a similar wage levels as Sweden, and the cost of the driver is not a dominating factor (Becker et al., 2020).

Paper C delved into other possible effects rather than ridership and operating costs, with a comprehensive framework listing impacts to various areas. In Paper C, we showed that the greatest effect of self-driving technology was more comfortable trips, due to ‘smoother’ driving behaviour. This impact was similar to claims from previous research on car ridership, where the value of travel time (VoTT) would be lowered, leading to more productive trips where one could work or take a nap. In Paper C, we showed that this effect could be possible for public transport as well, comparing bus rides to train rides, where the latter is much more comfortable. However, it was hard to know how much smoother a bus ride using self-driving technology would be perceived, and therefore gauge the total value of this effect.

Furthermore, in Paper C we showed that gains from reducing personnel cost seem to outweigh infrastructure costs, unless a separate road lane would be required. This conclusion was of course heavily dependent on scale, in the study there was a singular bus line (albeit with high frequency), and choosing links with high utilisation would have been preferable.
In contrast to car traffic, where accident reduction have been seen as one of the major benefits of self-driving technology (Koopman and Wagner, 2017), we found limited merits for public transport, mainly since bus traffic seems to be relatively safe already.

In addition, in Paper C we showed that experts at the Swedish Transport Administration stressed that the experience of riding in a self-driving bus could be perceived very differently by different groups of people, for example those with physical disabilities who need hands-on help from a driver, or by women who prefer to have a driver on board to ensure safety. Several additional effects with uncertain scale were also identified, such as increased noise levels due to the increased frequency, or that the buses could constitute local barriers as parents would not trust self-driving vehicles to ‘see’ children who would need to cross the road. The experts also highlighted possible effects for biodiversity and pollution, especially during construction of new infrastructure.

Finally, in Paper C we also showed that benefits and costs were not uniformly distributed amongst the different organisations. For example, infrastructure requirement would likely be the responsibility of the road operator, while the public transport authorities would reap the benefits of reduced driver costs. This uneven distribution of costs and benefits would stress the need for new models for financing e.g. infrastructure needed to facilitate self-driving technology.
7 Discussion

7.1 Limitations

7.1.1 General limitations

This thesis has only covered impacts on personal transport, with a focus on public transport implications. Impacts for e.g. goods transport or the potential for air or sea transport has not been investigated.

A major drawback of the current field of research is the English-centric bibliography. I have only considered research published in English or Swedish (the latter mainly governmental reports). Out of the published work in English, almost all research has been done in western Europe, the U.S. and Canada, with some papers originating in East Asia as well (Gandia et al., 2019). This limits the universality of the thesis (and the field in general) and results may not hold for other parts of the world.

One of my major assumptions is that self-driven vehicles will be treated as a ‘normal’ mode, which is not culturally different than current modes of transport, which may not be the case. Furthermore, the papers assume that people accept the technology, which is far from certain. Comparing the introduction of this new technology to the initial hesitance of using train which has since receded (Milne-Smith, 2016) might not be correct. An alternative comparison could be with airplanes, which far from everyone are comfortable using, despite their century-long existence.

7.1.2 Four-step transport models

I have identified four main limitations with four-step transport models.

First, as the models are quantitative in their nature, they can only depict changes that are numerical and force modellers to quantify unknown or uncertain implications (Witzell, 2021). The value of time, much debated within the field of self-driving technology (Kolarova, 2021; Singleton, 2019) is a good example of this. How people value their time is uncertain, heterogeneous and there are large difference depending on total value of time and the marginal value of time (Mokhtarian, 2018; Nordström, 2020; Wardman, 1998) and modelling this with an exact value may be misleading. In fact, it may be that our models of time valuation do not apply to riding in a vehicle without a driver (Mokhtarian, 2018).

Second, many other factors affect society apart from self-driving technology and may in fact pose as greater influences on e.g. CO₂ emissions. Demographic changes have a large impact on transport behaviour (Hoque et al., 2021; Lemp et al., 2021) and the COVID-19 pandemic is a direct testament to changes unanticipated by most forecasters, myself included.

Third, four-step transport models are complex (albeit still simplifications of reality) and effectively ‘black boxes’, with changes and impacts being hard to overlook and explain (Curtis et al., 2021; Jonsson et al., 2011). Changes to the model may have unintended
consequences due to the interaction of various variables and issues such as failure to reach equilibrium in the route choice model and in the overall model may create problems in assessing the results (Curtis et al., 2021; Sweco Society AB, 2018).

Fourth, the computational time of four-step transport models is high (Johari et al., 2021). A single run of Sampers on a high-end modern computer is more than a full day. It is possible to run four-step models on supercomputers, but this option is often unpractical, making it difficult to have more of a ‘trial-and-error’ approach to modelling. This limits the ability to interact with e.g. practitioners and discuss model results incrementally.

7.2 Alternative models – agent-based models

Understanding the high-level impacts of self-driving technology could be done through a multitude of methods, e.g. interviews with experts, surveying the general population through analytical and deductive reasoning. The most common approach when modelling autonomous vehicles on a larger scale have however been by using agent-based models using microscopic or mesoscopic traffic assignment methods (Pernestål and Kristoffersson, 2019), most notably the MATSim model.

Microscopic or mesoscopic models have multiple advantages – they emulate the interaction between vehicles more accurately and are in general more flexible for introducing new types of interaction patterns than the volume-delay functions of macroscopic models (Burghout et al., 2004). Agent-based models also use individuals rather than groups, more accurately simulating the behaviour of individuals and explaining the complexity of mobility patterns. This approach may also extend to vehicles – individual vehicles may be modelled – which makes it possible to e.g. share vehicles between travellers throughout the day or more easily model vehicle kilometres travelled between customers in the case of self-driving taxi services (Feil, 2010; Kagho et al., 2020).

However, agent-based models also come with disadvantages. First, they are a relatively new type of model that have not been used extensively beyond the academy and have not been extensively validated to real world observations (Kagho et al., 2020). In contrast, Sampers has been in constant development since the 1990s and each release of the Sampers model is joined by a technical report outlining how well the model represents actual traffic data (Samuelsson and Wang, 2020). They should therefore generally be better at modelling our current transport system.

To the best of my understanding, agent-based models also have a severe disadvantage compared to four-step transport models regarding computational time (Kagho et al., 2020). The use of individual agents is more time-consuming, and the use of microscopic or mesoscopic modelling is associated with many hours of computation, making them generally more difficult to handle and this is usually counteracted by reducing the complexity of the model (Feil, 2010; Kagho et al., 2020). MATSim, the most commonly used agent-based model, is generally run with a fixed demand and only has rudimentary demand- and destination-choice models (Horni et al., 2016).
In summary – agent-based microscopic models may be a better option for modelling all aspects of self-driving vehicles, but still have considerable associated difficulties, most notably their lack of validation to real world data and inability to model changes to overall demand, making four-step transport models a feasible option.

### 7.3 Future work

Four major areas of future research areas have been identified within this thesis.

**Continued model development.** The Sampers model used within this thesis may be a suitable model for modelling current transportation behaviour, but it is not equipped with e.g. the possibility to model extensive taxi use and sharing of cars. Agent-based simulation is likely the most attractive option, but as stated in Section 7.2, these models are still in development and seem to have been mostly used in academic settings so far.

**Continued impact investigation.** Reviews of past research, as well as the papers included in this thesis, show that impacts from self-driving technology are still uncertain and needs to be further explored. Furthermore, as Paper C showed, several areas of importance have been only marginally explored, such as impacts for infrastructure requirements or noise levels that might stem from both changes in overall traffic levels as well as changes in vehicle behaviour.

**Developing frameworks to understand impacts.** Furthermore, the impacts from self-driving technology are still lacking a comprehensive framework for our shared understanding of what they may entail. Paper C showed that various frameworks identify different affected areas, but that no framework succeeds in capturing them all, moreover in a clear and understandable way.

**Heterogeneous impact assessment.** The three papers included showed that the effects of self-driving technology are not uniformly distributed, yet previous research has mainly showed overall impact, not showing differences across e.g. geographic areas, socioeconomic groups or between men and women. Paper C moreover identified that past frameworks only to a small degree included variations in impacts – instead only showing overall impacts. Further research needs to be done to include variations in impacts, not assuming that impacts are uniformly distributed.
8 Conclusions

Within this thesis, I have explored how four-step transport models can be used to investigate the impacts of self-driving technology for public transport. These models have considerable disadvantages, such as their narrow focus on quantitative impacts, opaque model configuration and considerable computational time which limits the usability and analysis possible. Still, they have proven to be quite capable of modelling transport behaviour changes in the past, at least on a larger scale. In the papers, I have emulated self-driving technology in the models and explored the effects on e.g. accessibility, CO₂ emissions and pollution on the Stockholm region.

In the Introduction, I outlined three research questions: how self-driving technology can enhance public transport; how self-driving transport can be modelled using four-step models; and what impacts self-driving public transport would have for the transport system.

In conclusion, self-driving technology could lead to significant cost-savings for public transport, foremost for bus traffic but also to a large extent for rail-based traffic. Furthermore, removing the drivers and changing the cost structure of bus traffic could lead to new possibilities in planning public transport which is not limited to driver itineraries and the use of public transport in areas currently not deemed suitable for operation. This potential could lead to increased public transport travelling, especially in areas with poor public transport service today. Additionally, more smooth driving behaviour could lead to more comfortable travel which could lead to more people using public transport.

To model self-driving public transport with four-step models, I have concluded that they may be adjusted to fit into the new “features” of the technology, such as increased availability to the car mode, changes to the value of travel time or through changes to road capacity. Still, these models hold considerable limitations in their current state, such as the inability to account for sharing of vehicles.

Regarding the impacts of self-driving technology on public transport, the potential to reduce costs for drivers is substantial. In the appended papers, I assumed that this reduced cost would be re-invested into increased service level, which would mean increased accessibility for travellers, especially those living in more rural areas. However, the drivers perform several other tasks than explicit driving tasks, such as answering questions from passengers, fault mitigation and real-time re-planning in case of unexpected events. Furthermore, the driver has an authoritative role, making passengers feel safe and enacting norms on social control, e.g. telling off loud teenagers disturbing other passengers.

In addition, Paper C concluded that effects from self-driving technology are likely to be unevenly distributed, meaning e.g. increased accessibility for some and decreased mobility for others due to e.g. safety issues. Likewise, the effects for different organisations are likely not evenly distributed, stressing the need for new models for e.g. financing of public infrastructure and services.
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